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After an exciting few of weeks, our final group of Year 7 students returned from PGL Boreatton Park this
afternoon, with a ton of dirty washing, some smelly trainers, tired eyes and hundreds of memories.
Lots of these students had been unable to experience residential trips at the end of primary school, so, other
than our own resilience camp at the beginning of the school year at Fanwoods, this was their first and longest
time away from home. This did not stop them for one single moment though, and just made their experience
even more special.
We left school in the pouring rain, with our fingers and toes crossed that there would be brighter, drier weather
ahead of us when we got to Shropshire, and other than a few heavy showers throughout the week, we were very
lucky.
A week of amazing activities followed. Students worked as a team to pull up their friends on the giant swing,
before letting them go and listening to them scream as they flew through the air. They helped each other up the
Jacob’s Ladder, with ever-increasing distance between the rungs, they climbed up onto a tiny platform amongst
the trees before jumping off and grabbing the trapeze. They also climbed and abseiled, built rafts to carry their
whole team, they found their way around orienteering courses, took part in quizzes, races and team games, and
solved complex problems in Puzzle Park.

As the students who had gone before us, the Year 7 daredevils pushed themselves to achieve way more than
they ever expected. Some who were scared of heights climbed higher than they would ever imagine. Some who
were afraid of water jumped from their rafts and raced around it before being pulled back on by their team-mates.
They worked as a team, they supported and encouraged each other, and they bonded with new friends who they
had never met before. Then they slept under canvas (sometimes with a couple of spiders for company!) and
woke up the next day ready to do it all again.
We are incredibly proud of this group of students. Not only were they amazingly resilient, they were also fantastic
company, great fun to be with and wonderful ambassadors for BBG. Well done to everyone, and have a
wonderful night’s sleep in your own bed tonight!

Please see Twitter @BBGAcademy for more photos

Well, it has begun! We've had all three 'big' core exams this week
– Science and English and maths – as well as options exams to
contend with. It's almost an anti-climax – the mock exams prepare
us so well for the 'real thing' that the 'real thing' seems like its way
less scary and challenging... or at least, that's the hope!
Students have been great this week, doing everything that they
need to in order to prepare for the exams each day. We're finding
the whole process to be a lot less stressful than the mock exams –
what we usually compress into two weeks has now been stretched
to six.
In light of that, it's more important than ever that we keep up our
routines, keep our good habits of eating right, getting enough
exercise, getting enough sleep, and chipping away at revision daily
– rather than freaking out and trying to cram in all the studying the
night before the exam.
As the old story tells us – slow and steady wins the race!
consistent and diligent, rather than trying to race to the finish!

Be

Parental Top Tip 3: Sleeeeeep
•
•
•
•
•
•

Young people need between 8 – 9 hours sleep per night
Help your child create a relaxing evening routine
Make sure they don’t eat too late at night
Avoid giving them caffeine or sugary drinks late at night
Make sure they don’t work or revise too late before going to bed
Encourage them to switch off from social media / technology at least an hour before bedtime

VIRTUAL

PERSONAL TUTORING

KEY STAGE 4
Students studying for a Grade 4 or 5

Students studying for a Grade 5 to 7

Students studying for a Grade 7 to 9

KEY STAGE 3

Cancer Awareness and Deborah James
Deborah James, a blogger, podcaster and campaigner against cancer, was presented
with a damehood from Prince William at the age of 40. Her efforts to support and inspire
cancer victims have been globally recognised, with her blog ‘BowelBabe’ and her many
podcasts, such as ‘You, me, and the big C (Referring to cancer)’ and ‘The Good Stuff’
motivating millions.
Deborah James was initially diagnosed with stage 4 terminal Bowel cancer in December
2016. Throughout the years, she has gained a huge following of over 90k followers on
social media platforms such as Instagram and Twitter, where she posts images of herself
along with inspirational quotes about life with cancer and how to deal with it:
“I ‘live with’ cancer on а daily basis. I hope I am more than just my diagnosis – this is not
а story about cancer alone. It is about celebrating the in-between moments,”
“I enjoy celebrating life. It is all about taking things day by day! Step by step, and thankful
for each new sunrise.”

Reporter:
Cerys Barson

"My whole family will be around me and we will dance through this together, sunbathing
and laughing (I’ll cry!) at every moment!”
Deborah has recently started a fund for life saving cancer research, which she has
posted about on her social media platforms, encouraging people to donate.
You can too! The fund is open to everyone, so anybody can help lifesaving cancer
research.

Reporter:
Dexter
Hughes

Donate | Make an online donation | Bowel Cancer UK

The Queen’s Jubilee
The Queen’s jubilee is the celebration of the coronation. This jubilee is special because
the Queen will become the first British monarch to reign for 70 years. She will get to
celebrate a platinum jubilee and this is why we get a longer weekend from the 2nd of June
to the 5th.
This year to celebrate the occasion, the Queen’s birthday parade “trooping the colour”
which marks the Queen’s official birthday will be held. A spokesperson from the royal
family explained "The Queen’s Birthday Parade will be held on Thursday 2nd June 2022
starting at 11am. The colour will be trooped by the 1st Battalion, Irish Guards, and more
than 1,200 officers and soldiers from the Household Division will put on a display of
military pageantry on Horse Guards Parade, together with hundreds of Army musicians
and around 240 horses. (“Latest day-by-day guide to Queen's Platinum Jubilee bank
holiday weekend”) This annual event has now marked the official birthday of the British
Sovereign for over 260 years. During the Queen’s birthday parade A Royal Gun Salute
will be fired."

Reporter:
Elissa
Kilburn

The Queens first jubilee was in 1977 - this was her silver jubilee - it marked her 25th year on the throne and she
celebrated this with lots of large parties and parades. Now the Queen has had three major jubilees.
I think that it is important to celebrate the Queens jubilee because it marks how long she has been on the throne
and will be a part of history.

As part of the library relaunch we have installed some
inspiring vinyl designs to our library windows.
Students were asked to send favourite quotes about
books and reading to the English Team. These were
shortlisted and transformed into beautiful book covers
to adorn our new library's windows.

Additionally, we have used some great images of our
students reading to complete the stained-glass
window effect. The space is transforming week by
week and we are planning to have a series of exciting
events post exam season and into the Autumn term.
Many thanks to Darren Hepworth and Creative for
their work on this project.

Although the Library itself is closed, the
brand-new books bought recently have
been temporarily re-homed to G55
where the Library Assistants will be
running it as normally as they possibly
can. Don’t forget to pick up your reward
card the next time you pop in!

Year 10
It's been great to see our students getting actively
involved in their learning this week in English. Year 10
have been producing some great 'flipped learning'
lessons, becoming experts in topics such as the
suffragettes which they then teach to their peers.

Year 8

Year 8, meanwhile have been studying
Blood Brothers and producing some
brilliant drama pieces to aid their
understanding of the text.

Name
Evie Smales
Alasdair Robinson
Megan Shaw
Savana Bailey-Chamberlain
Remi Trott
Layla Lane
Lydia Palmer-Williams
Declan Hammond
Sophie Wallace-Thompson
Ajani Sodeyi
Dexter Farmer
Daisy Nolan
Ethan Bell
Jasmine Rhodes

Time Spent
09:14:38
06:18:15
05:52:35
05:41:54
04:00:46
03:54:46
03:53:40
03:52:33
03:50:22
03:36:33
03:30:05
03:29:15
03:20:07
03:11:18

Year 8 – social justice
Continuing our contextual curriculum of Social Justice,
students have persevered with their geography graph skills
and compared the positive correlation between GDP per
capita and life expectancy. Students came up with reasons
why these two measures of develop relate to one another;
some students decided healthcare is easier to afford when
people earn more money, other students decided having less
financial stress in life would mean people live for longer! Next
lesson we will start to look at how the overall population is
structured differently around the globe.

Year 9
This week the students were treated to a virtual trip to the Holderness
Coastline, on the east coast of England! Students visited
Flamborough Head, Mappleton and Spurn Head to investigate the
rock type (geology) and what would be seen in these areas of the
coastline (landforms). Next, we will investigate management
strategies to protect these beautiful places!

Year 11 – exam lead up
Revision:
• Homework revision questions
• Use
of
Geography
Knowledge
Organisers to create flashcards and
mind maps
• Answer past papers
• Seneca
All of the above can be found on the
Geography OneDrive that has been
emailed to students.
Exam dates:
23 May, 7 June and 14 June

Year 10
After considering the extreme temperatures
and lack of water supply in the last Hot
Desert lessons, students connected this to
the causes of desertification, the process by
which fertile land becomes desert. This
usually happens on the edge of an existing
desert, making the area drier and less
productive. In these areas, a lot of
subsistence farmers are found who farm for
their own survival rather than commercial
profit. Over-cultivation was found to be a
particular cause of desertification, a result of
less nomadic farmers being found.

Year 9 World History: Indian Independence
Year 9 have arrived at the conclusion of their 500 year
study of India. In this week’s lessons, students
investigated the contributions of Ghandi and the World
Wars to the Indian independence movement. Students
discovered that despite the success of this campaign ,
the partition India followed. On 14 August 1947 the
British government handed over control to two new,
independent countries, India and Pakistan. Students
discovered that millions of people, both Hindus and
Muslims, ended up on the ‘wrong’ side of the new
borders. Over 10 million people tried to cross the
borders and up to a million were killed in the process.

BBG Maths Puzzles Week Answers
What would you rather have?
£1 billion or 1p on the first square of a chessboard, 2p on the
second square of a chessboard, 4p on the third square, 8p on the
second square.
The number of pennies doubles on every square until the
chessboard is full.
After you make your decision, give a mathematical reason.

Pennies on a chess board because if we think of the last square
there will be 263 which is actually 9.22 x 1018 pence which is
around £92,200,000,000,000,000 and that’s only the last square!

How many squares on a chessboard?
204

Winner
Jacob Jones in
9.6.
Well done, prize
on its way!!

This is true only one day in a year - when was he born?

Find a number that has it’s letters
in alphabetical order.
For example, FIVE has the first
three letters in alphabetical order
but not the last one.

31st December

Forty

When asked about his birthday, a man said:
"The day before yesterday I was only 25 and next year I will turn 28."

At a school fete people were asked to guess how many peas there were in a jar.
No one guessed correctly, but the nearest guesses were 163, 169, 178 and 182.
One of the numbers was one out, one was three out, one was ten out and the other sixteen out.
How many peas were there in the jar?
179
GCSE Exams 2022
By the time this bulletin is published, the first maths exam will
be over. This means that the year 11 students need to
concentrate on calculator exam questions.
We are one-third of the way there!
Well done for the hard work so far & ‘just keep swimming’……
Joke of the week
How does a
mathematician plow
fields?

365

With a pro-tractor.

Year 11

This week at BBG we are wishing all the best to our Year 11’s. Exams have started, and we have
a timetabled rota of revision sessions to get our students ready for their exams. These revision
sessions are there to help bring out the best for each Year 11 student and to ensure they walk
into the exam hall as prepared as can be.
Here are some images of
our Year 11’s carrying
out their last ever
experiment whilst in
school. This experiment
is going to assessed in
their next Science exam
which will be on Friday
27 May . Please continue
to encourage them to
attend all boosters and
P7’s.

Year 7

Year 7 students have been learning about igneous rocks and crystal formation this week.

After observing different types of rock and looking for differences in their structure the students went on to model
molten rock cooling to form igneous rocks. When rock melts underground it is called magma, if this cools it will
do so slowly allowing for more time for the crystals to grow. This results in igneous rocks with large crystals like
granite and gabbro. When the molten rock is released from inside the Earth, it is now called lava, and this will
cool quickly resulting in smaller crystals. Examples of igneous rocks formed in this way are pumice and Miss
Shannon's favourite rock obsidian.

This week’s Year 7 Bulletin Stars are the prize winners from both weeks of
Resilience Camp. We are incredibly proud of them for overcoming barriers,
working with others, being helpful, and showing true #TeamBBG spirit. Well
done to everyone!
Caythorpe Winners:
Students of the Tour
Evie Jackson and Seb Prescott
Most Resilient Student
Edith Fawthrop and Thomas Ellis
Most Helpful Student
Lewis Holroyd
#TeamBBG Spirit
Ethan Bell
Boreatton Winners:
Students of the Tour
Joshua Ward and Ava Heddon
Quietly Awesome
Ben Davis
Most Resilient
Jaydon McMahon and Abigail
Miller
#TeamBBG Spirit
Georgia Bolton

Blaise Edwards

Adam Boocock

For an improvement in
her attitude, behaviour
and good enthusiasm in
Dragon’s Den
Resilience

For his kind and quiet
manner in the form

Aneesha Moyo

Annie Bancroft

Bailey Kay

Great achievement in
her Rugby match
winning 60-0 and doing
well in her science test

For supporting her
peers

For being selfmotivated with your
planner checks

ELLA JOHNSON

ELLIOT
JACKSON

JOSH GALL
For making progress in all his
subjects

100% positive mindset

for her contributions to
Netball and her positive
mindset

JESS BROWN

NATHAN SMITH

For working hard in all her
lessons

Consistently working hard in
lessons
LILY PUGH
Showing great resilience in
lessons

MIA HUTTON

ETHAN
STATHAM

100% effort in all her work

Fantastic work in History

BBG Academy
Year 10

Harriet Fawthrop
Quietly awesome. Super
role model who makes
good decisions. Well done
for being involved in the
Three Peaks challenge.

Ethan Caesar
Another quietly awesome
member of Form 10.2. He
has good work ethic and
also makes good
decisions. I’m sure he will
continue to try his best for
his GCSE’s.

Evie Foulds
Yet another quietly
awesome student. She
too is a pleasure to have
in 10.2.

Nominations by
Mrs Hammond

STARS OF THE WEEK
ALEX CHAPMAN AND JAMES MARLOW

For having a wonderful attitude towards school
and learning and for being such a pleasure to have
around.

For a writing an amazing Valedictorian speech and
working so hard in lessons.

Nominated by Miss Hayes and Mrs Green

16 May 2022

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK
EVENTS THIS WEEK
Foster Care Fortnight
National Vegetarian Week
Dementia Action Week

EVENTS HAPPENING THIS MONTH
• Maternal Mental Health Month
• Share a Story Month
• Local and Community History Month
.

Discussion points

THIS WEEK IN HISTORY

Watch this video
https://twitter.com/i/status/1525515
282831265792
What is happening? What can you
hear the crowd doing in the
background?

1536
The execution of Anne Boleyn

Liverpool fans booed during Prince
William being introduced to the
teams at the FA cup final on
Saturday, why do you think this
happened?
Do you think it was important that
Prince William was at this football
match (he supports Aston Villa)
The Royal family are the Heads of
State of this country and with that
Prince William is the figurehead
President
of
the
Football
Association. Prince William is an
ex- member of the RAF. How is he
qualified to hold the role of
president of the FA?

Should people in power hold these
positions just because of who they
are rather than what they have
achieved?

1986
“Top Gun” premieres

1980
Mount St Helens erupts

https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk/

Ofsted Parent View questions
My child is happy at this school

My child feels safe at this school

The school makes sure its students are well behaved

My has been bullied and the school dealt with the
bullying quickly and effectively

The school makes me aware of what my child will
learn during the year

When I have raised concerns with the school they
have been dealt with properly

Does your child have special educational needs
and/or disabilities (SEND)?

The school has high expectations for my child

My child does well at this school

The school lets me know how my child is doing

There is a good range of subjects available to my child
at this school

My child can take part in clubs and activities at this
school

The school supports my child’s wider personal
development

I would recommend this school to another parent
(yes or no)

Free online safety
resources and training
for parents

Evan Popple had his first game in Ripon with the U15’s Central Yorkshire Rugby Union squad last weekend.
This Is a fantastic achievement to be selected and play for your local region and shows Evan’s commitment and
hard work to the sport of Rugby Union. During the weekend fixtures, Yorkshire played four friendlies, and we
can’t wait to find out about future results.
Alongside representing the Yorkshire squad, Evan is a valuable member of the BBG rugby academy,
captaining the side this academic year. He first began playing rugby at the age of six, beginning in League with
Batley Boys. He then moved to Dewsbury Moor three years later and stayed there for four seasons, winning a
Division 2 title, becoming a finalist in the League cup and winning the Moody Cup in Newcastle. He recently
moved to Birkenshaw Bluedogs where he plays with several of his BBG school friends.
It was his PE teacher, Mr
Baxter, who instilled a love of
rugby union into him, and
Evan soon joined Cleckheaton
RUFC. He played for two
seasons before moving to his
current club, Morley RUFC.
Both Mr Baxter and Mr Benton
were instrumental in putting
Evan forward to the DPP
Yorkshire trials, where out of
approximately 100 players, he
was one of only 21 players
selected
to
join
the
programme. Evan is now part
of the U15’s Central Yorkshire
Rugby Union Team and is on
the right path to living his
dream.
Keep up the fantastic work
Evan - we are very proud of
you!

Aoife Sugden is an extremely well valued
member of the Year 9 Netball Academy. Over
the last three years, we have seen Aoife grow
from strength to strength, and this year she
was selected to represent the West Yorkshire
performance squad.
However, Aoife has taken it a step further, and
has has also been awarded the top defender
for the season at the West Yorkshire
performance pathway, another fantastic
achievement!
As Aoife only started playing netball when she
started at BBG, this is technically her first
interrupted season playing. To be awarded the
top defender for the West Yorkshire region is
a fantastic achievement, and it is a credit to
Aoife’s resilience and commitment to the
sport.
We are very proud of you!

